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don’t do that. We tried to take the positive approach. Research 
indicates that one remembers key words and often forgets the 
don’t that precedes it. In a fire situation, don’t panic becomes 
keep calm. Don’t run becomes walk. (We are still trying to find 
a positive way of saying don’t smoke. Tricky!)
 CapeNature has also commissioned us to create a set of 
posters and lesson plans on wildfires. This was accompanied 
by our first activity book, and got us thinking about creating 
our own activity books for children. After seeing this book, 
Mdzananda Animal Clinic asked us to put together something 
similar on the care of a dog to be used in their education 
programmes in Khayelitsha. Lucky was born. We kept away 
from negative images of what not to do and encourage good 
behaviour. Fun images are remembered with delight whereas 
negative images often haunt one. Unless we consciously try to 
forget the negative, it can surpass the positive message. This 
is why we try not use illustrations of unwanted situations. 
Should a negative picture be used, we try to give some 
resolution to the child about the situation in question. Some 
children find such images quite traumatising. We want to 
normalise good behaviour instead of focusing on the negative.
 In our quest to market Lucky, the Santa Shoebox Project 
was approached. They were delighted with Lucky and gave 
us the go-ahead to find sponsors to put the books into their 
boxes. They asked us to consider doing a book on gender-
based violence for inclusion in the boxes. This terrified us. 

How to write a story activity book (and become a hero in the process)

At the tender age of twenty-two, I graduated and was let loose 
on a group of unsuspecting school children. Much like a lion 
can detect the weakest in the herd, the children recognised 
my inexperience and went for the jugular. The only way to stay 
afloat and actually teach something of value, was to make my 
lessons fun. Instead of attempting to swim against the tide, 
I tried to devise lessons that would engage and teach at the 
same time. Enjoyment was always uppermost in my quest for 
classroom survival. Recalling my own childhood, the stuff I 
remember most, was when we had fun, a laugh and were busy 
doing something creative.
 

At much the same time, my co-author and illustrator, Kate 
Boyes, was in Johannesburg running the Mayfair Library’s 
story-time and story-time activity. Kate is a great believer 
in fun. There were stories and activities for the children. She 
found that when the children were creatively engaged there 
was much chatter and many issues were raised and talked 
about by the children. She devised many of her own activities, 
rather than doing the conventional colouring-in activity.
 Our early experiences all came back to us when Kate and I 
started Hero in my Hood, a company that produces learning 
material and predominately story activity books. As the 
phrase story activity book suggests, the books have a story 
and are punctuated with activities. The activities consolidate 
what has been learned on that or the previous page. They 
are fun, even a bit naughty, and we hope to get the children 
giggling. The activities are based on the different learning 
areas of the foundation phase curriculum: literacy, language, 
numeracy, concept recognition and matching, sequencing, 
size and shape. Empathy is key to our stories. In fostering 
empathy we hope to encourage children to be both kind and 
courageous, to become the heroes of their neighbourhoods.
 Kate and I have worked together since 2006 producing 
health messages for the Western Cape Health Department 
and a number for NGOs in the health arena. This sounds 
awfully boring but it challenged us to develop creative positive 
messages. No one wants to be bombarded with don’t do this; 

Kate Boyes and Mandy Lomberg
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How does one do a fun book on such a decidedly un-fun 
topic? We needed to find some way of teaching the children 
some basic coping skills without triggering any deep-seated 
trauma. Any fallout from the book would need a safety net 
in place. This would have to take the form of a ‘safe’ adult 
who can help or get help for a child in distress. Call us chicken 
but we opted to follow the advice of a gender-based violence 
expert who suggested focusing on peer violence: bullying as 
it is the prequel to gender-based violence.
 Then — to find a story. We came up with a number of 
scenarios that we ditched and eventually chose the setting of 
freestyle soccer. This has become an international sport and 
is participated by both girls and boys. There is even a World 
Championship event held annually. It requires great ball skills, 
a mound of creativity and is a lovely way for individuals to 
express themselves. It also challenges the male dominance 
in the soccer world. Our freestyle heroin, Khwezi, is a girl. 
Khwezi is the Nguni word for a star. We did a huge amount of 
research and consulted many experts on the topic of bullying. 
There is no ‘one size fits all’, neither is there a silver bullet 
when dealing with a bully. Each child and situation is different. 
However, there is a common denominator: the need to be 
seen, recognised, to feel accepted and valued.
 Children reading the story and doing the activities will learn 
about the recognition of feelings. They will discover that 
finding something that they are good at and doing it well will 

gain them the recognition and acceptance that they crave, 
while an adult will learn about how to recognise a potential 
bully and a possible way of dealing with the situation.
 We have tried to keep it simple, keep it fun and keep it 
positive. During this journey it became clear that this book 
can trigger many conversations. We put together a teachers’ 
guide that will help a teacher with some of the thorny 
issues that might arise should the book be used in a 
classroom setting.
 Hero in my Hood also does commissioned work. This is 
generally education based, being lesson plans, posters and 
handouts for the classroom or brochures. We also have a 
number of fun downloads on our website that can be used in 
your library’s story-time and story-time activity.
 Our main goal is having fun, having a laugh, learning 
something positive and doing no harm. After all — why do 
something if you are not going to enjoy it?
 We are finalising our latest book: plastics in the ocean. 
Where is the fun in that? An octopus brushing its beak with 
a plastic toothbrush? Visit our Facebook page (Hero in my 
hood story activity books) to see how we solve this one.

Mandy Lomberg is the founder of Hero in my Hood
and author of the same-titled series of activity books.
Visit hero-in-my-hood.co.za for more information

https://www.hero-in-my-hood.co.za/



